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UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Every year, a lot of people make a huge mistake on their taxes. They don't take advantage of tax deferral and wind up sending Uncle Sam money they could be saving for retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs not only ease your current tax bite, they offer a remarkably easy way to build retirement income—especially for the "extras" that your regular pension and Social Security benefits may not cover. Because your contributions are tax-deferred, you can use the funds to build retirement income even after your regular pension is over. Some universities, such as Stanford University and Boston University, set up tax-deferred savings programs for their employees.

Moreover, he showed other people who did not know how to access the system. USA to present system at conference

In April, USA representatives will present the system at a conference hosted by Lead or Leave, a national-wide lobbying group for students. Students government leaders, as well as leaders in business and government, will attend. One of the task forces will focus on using technology for political change, Kirby said. They will also talk about Tech Info and Masonic, he said. USA President Hank C. Godfrey '93 said he has already mentioned the USA's electronic voting system at a meeting with other Boston student government presidents. These students were interested in the idea because it would increase voter turnout, he said.

Survey on electronic voting

The USA has recently sent out a survey on electronic voting to 25 percent of undergraduates. This is to "see why people vote in USA elections and how, if at all, electronic voting changes things," Kirby said.

The survey will see if fewer students voted electronically because of the lack of publicity or because of the lack of interest in the elections.

Last year's election commission "spent a great deal of effort putting posters everywhere," Kirby said. "This year, on the other hand, the election commission publicized electronic voting very poorly," he continued.

Amy C. Hsiao '96, who voted in person, said she wanted to vote electronically but did not know how. Godfrey agreed that the lack of publicity explains why electronic voting was not widely used this year. The election commission was appointed late, and they were not properly trained, he said.

The voting program requires students' usernames, and IS was less cooperative this year in giving out these usernames, Kirby said. Though the Registrar's list changes annually, IS could not produce the usernames, and IS was less cooperative this year in giving out these usernames, Kirby said. Though the Registrar's list changes slightly, it does not get picked up by IS, making it "pesky for electronic voting," he said.

IS could not produce the usernames of 256 students last year, and 350 students this year. The USA has to look up individual usernames when IS does not include them, Kirby said.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Summer Resort Jobs - Earn to $125/it. 6 to 12 weeks. Locations include: Florida Keys, San Diego, Hawaii, Alaska, New England, etc. For details call 1-800-607-5950 ext. 85933

Apartment or Studio Wanted: Fully furnished, now to June 15. 1 apartment 2 bedrooms or 2 separate studio/rooms. Visiting professor and visiting scholar from Sweden. Non-smoking. Apply: Ms. Grandi, 110 West St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

The Tech subscription rates: $20 one year 1st class mail ($37.29 two years); $65 1st year 1st class mail ($109.50 two years); $60 one year air mail; $60 one year foreign mail in surface mail overseas; $160 one year air mail overseas; $120 one year MIT Mail (2 years $14). Prepayment required.
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